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The best of all
possible words
hen Zozo visited England in 1727, he was
overwhelmed by the
grandeur of Isaac
Newton’s funeral
procession. “He was buried,” the
French exile reported, “like a
king who had done well by his
subjects”. Better known as
Voltaire (a rebranding that still
perplexes scholars arguing fruitlessly about the origins of this
striking pseudonym), by the time
Zozo died over 60 years later he
had himself acquired the trappings of royalty. Choosing to celebrate the Christian name he
had abandoned, every St Francis’s day Voltaire emerged from
his country retreat to inspect a
decades that typiﬁes so many
parade of soldiers and receive the biographies; by gently mocking
homage of admirers dressed up
his characters, he replicates their
as shepherds; he was also evenown ironic detachment; and by
tually crowned — with a laurel
vacillating between subtle pithiwreath at a performance of his
ness and nudge-nudge sexual
own play.
allusions, he emulates the occaHis death was less regal. After sionally wearing salon humour
his heart and brain had been
of 18th-century wits.
removed, Voltaire set
In contrast with
off for his estate near Voltaire
prevailing stereotypes,
Geneva, smuggled
the Voltaire that
Almighty: A
out of Paris fully
Life in Pursuit emerges from these
dressed and tied
pages is neither a
of Freedom
upright in his starphilosophical paragon
spangled carriage.
By Roger Pearson nor a dissolute atheist,
When it became clear
but instead is refreshBloomsbury
that the projected
ingly vulnerable and
447pp, £18.99
journey was impossialtruistic, an emotionISBN 0 7475 7495 2
bly long, Voltaire was
al optimist who selflaid to rest in a
protectively hides
decrepit monastery,
behind a mask of cynhis freshly recruited mourners
icism. Only through attack can
distracted by the croaking frogs
he reveal his true self: after
in the surrounding marshes. But accusing Jean-Jacques Rousseau
after Louis XVI was deposed, the of writing for the sake of it,
sceptical rebel who had champiVoltaire declared aggressively
oned Newton was taken to the
that “Me, I write to get things
Panthéon, France’s secular
done” — thus pre-empting Karl
equivalent of Westminster
Marx.
Abbey: he had ﬁnally obtained a
Contradictions abound. Living
ceremony as splendid as his
by his rationalist credo, the comhero’s.
mitted paciﬁst built up his forSuch combinations of aspiratune by investing in military
tion, farce and glory characterise equipment; but by forgoing his
Voltaire Almighty, a high-spiritroyalties, he earned the loyalty
ed, wide-ranging and empathetic of the French theatre. The
biography by Roger Pearson. He debonair playwright who transset himself a daunting task:
ﬁxed audiences proved incapable
Voltaire wrote about 15 million
of devising a satisfactory plot to
words, but even this colossal out- control his own affairs, repeatedput is dwarfed by the secondary
ly offending the patrons he was
literature generated during a
trying to impress and unwarily
quarter-millennium of hagiogra- tumbling into snares set by wily
phy, invective and scholarly
enemies. The outspoken social
appraisal. An expert on
climber remained conventional
Voltaire’s moral tales, Pearson,
enough to agree “that for the
an Oxford professor, takes a
masses a little learning might be
chronological approach, focusing a dangerous thing”; nevertheon Voltaire’s life and interspersless, he organised a national
ing brief plot summaries as he
campaign to ensure that an
progresses steadily from cradle
unjustly hanged shopkeeper was
to grave. Crammed with facts
posthumously pardoned and his
and background details, these
family compensated. Pearson’s
400 pages sizzle with personal
Voltaire is far more troubled by
dilemmas, political conﬂicts and
indigestion than by passion. A
intellectual ideas. In addition —
chronic invalid obsessed by his
and far more difﬁcult to carry
bowels, Voltaire was a serial
off — Pearson has used style to
monogamist, faithful (well, more
convey the ﬂavour of Enlightenor less) ﬁrst to the intellectual
ment life. By varying his senbut temperamental Emilie du
tence lengths, he avoids the
Châtelet, and then to his niece,
sleep-inducing plod through the
Marie-Louise Denis, a less
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demanding woman who nurtured him for 28 years. Denis’
portrait shows a plump, motherly ﬁgure clutching the laurel
wreath preserved from her
uncle-lover’s theatrical coronation long after he had died; in
contrast, du Châtelet stares
provocatively out of the canvas,
her dividers poised over the
scholarly books that seem illmatched with the elaborate bows
and frills of her low-cut dress.
In describing Voltaire’s longterm relationships with these
women, Pearson’s partisan attitude emerges strongly. After several years of close engagement,
biographers presumably end up
either loving or hating their subjects; indifference must be an
impossible stance to maintain.
When he recounts Voltaire’s
youth, Pearson adopts the indulgent tone of a fond relative vicariously savouring the folly of this
“rascal” who overplayed his
hand and landed up in the
Bastille for almost a year. Later,
he protects Voltaire by casting
du Châtelet in the role of sensuous yet ofﬁcious nanny who concocts devious strategies for holding on to her man and defends
her roost by ranting at a houseguest until her victim vomits.
Pearson might have marvelled at
du Châtelet’s formidable commentary on Newton’s Principia,
which was a far more scholarly
book than Voltaire’s ﬂawed exposition of Newtonian principles;
instead, he snidely calls her
“Mme Pompon-Newton” and
manages to make it appear her
fault that Voltaire betrayed her
with his own niece. But their letters have vanished, probably
burnt by her brother-in-law;
biographers can but wonder at
the devotion exhibited by
Voltaire when he not only tolerated du Châtelet’s pregnancy by
another lover, but also helped to
convince her husband that the
baby was legitimate. And it was
the birth that killed her.
In an inspired epilogue, Pearson explores the limitations of
biography as a genre and drops
his guard to reveal his opinion
of this “hyperactive polymath”.
By infusing his own sensibilities
into the carefully assessed evidence provided by earlier biographies, notably the ﬁve-volume
study by René Pomeau, Pearson
has provided an excellently
researched, scintillating account.
It should become the deﬁnitive
English version, despite an
endearingly modest invitation to
challenge his interpretations:
“Voltaire [told] Frederick of Prussia: ‘I am a tolerant man, and I
consider it a very good thing if
people think differently from
me.’ In that respect the Author
resembles his Subject.”

Patricia Fara is a fellow of Clare
College, Cambridge.

great ﬁlm director expands
David Ondaatje
the language of ﬁlm
through developing a distinctive storytelling style involving a fresh and dynamic interaction of narrative and form. If
one agrees with this deﬁnition, it
would be difﬁcult to argue that
Robert Altman does not deserve
a place alongside the great ﬁlm
directors of the past 100 years.
Altman on Altman, David
Thompson’s third book in this
series on ﬁlm directors, provides
a fascinating look at the innovative style of Robert Altman.
claiming: “I don’t think that I
Thompson questions Altman at
direct anything, because by the
length about each of his 30-plus
time the ﬁlm is cast, about 85
ﬁlms, including M*A*S*H (1970), per cent of my creative work is
Nashville (1975), The Player
ﬁnished.” This approach is dra(1992) and Gosford
matically different
Altman on
Park (2001). Altman’s
from that of Alfred
Altman
frank responses offer
Hitchcock, for examan entertaining
ple, who storyboarded
Edited by David
behind-the-scenes
every shot, rarely
Thompson
look at his struggles
deviated from the
Faber and Faber
and successes, both
script, and is reported
inside and outside the 306pp, £14.99
to have said that
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Hollywood system.
actors should be treatAfter a fascinating
ed like cattle.
ﬁrst few chapters about Altman’s
Like all great directors, Altmeandering path to becoming a
man has been far more interestﬁlm director, including stints as
ed in trying something new than
an actor, Second World War
in simply improving on what
pilot, writer for industrial ﬁlms,
has been done already. Decades
tattooer of dogs and television
before it became possible
producer, Altman details how
through digital re-mastering, he
his organic and improvisational
was a pioneer in manipulating
process led to unpredictable
the ﬁlm “look” to complement
results. He professes to make it
the dramatic tenor of his stories.
up as he goes along, using the
When ﬁlming McCabe & Mrs
Miller (1971), Altman “ﬂashed”
script only as a blueprint and
the ﬁlm negative — exposing it
“something to fall back on”. He
also credits actors with being the to light before developing it —
giving it an antique look approprincipal artists of any ﬁlm,
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Short
cuts and
surprises

priate to the rural 1901 setting.
And, Altman wryly explains, “by
doing it on the negative, the studio wouldn’t have any choice but
to accept it”. He pushed this
even further on The Long Goodbye (1973), severely post-ﬂashing
the ﬁlm to create the pastel feel
of a 1940s postcard; for
M*A*S*H, he used heavy fog ﬁlters to destroy colours and make
the ﬁlm look dirty.
It is obvious that Altman has
found the process of ﬁlm-making
far more gratifying than the
results. Further, he has been
refreshingly uninterested in commercial success, claiming: “If I
made a ﬁlm and everybody liked
it, it would be mush, it would be
nothing.” The results, however,
have been extraordinary, and his
many irreverent ensemble ﬁlms
in particular have secured him
an important place in the history
of cinema. Consequently, Altman on Altman is fascinating
reading not only for ﬁlm students and fans of Altman’s
movies, but for anyone who has
ever wondered what a ﬁlm director does. It provides a wonderful
insight into the spontaneity of
his process. One is left feeling
that each of his ﬁlms is a snapshot of an evolving idea, which,
if begun a moment earlier or
ended a moment later, would be
very different. Different, but no
less interesting.

David Ondaatje holds degrees in
government from Harvard University
and law from Cambridge University. He
is a ﬁlm-maker living in Los Angeles.

